Upcoming Events

Hirschfield International Film Series
April 4th, 7:00pm in Dana Auditorium
A Wolfpack Called Ernesto
Mexican filmmaker Everardo González brings us inside the chilling world of Ernesto, an amalgam of various teenage boys, who, in choosing a gun and a life of organized crime, becomes both victim and perpetrator.

Director EVERARDO GONZALEZ will be with us for a Q&A after the screening.
Join us outside Dana to celebrate with pizza and popcorn at 6:30 PM!

Hirschfield Student Programming
March 30th, 4:00PM in Axinn 232
PROBLEMISTA
Alejandro is an aspiring toy designer who’s struggling to bring his unusual ideas to life in New York City. As time on his work visa runs out, a job assisting an art world outcast becomes his only hope to stay in the country and realize his dream.
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Recent Events Recap
Hirschfield First Thursdays The Zone of Interest Screening March 7th
Thank you to everyone who joined us for March’s Hirschfield International Film Series screening of The Zone of Interest! In the film, the commandant of Auschwitz, Rudolf Höss, and his wife Hedwig, strive to build a dream life for their family in a house and garden next to the camp. After the screening, Graydon Hanson ’25 led a discussion about the film.

A Wolfpack Called Ernesto
Mexican filmmaker Everardo González brings us inside the chilling world of Ernesto, an amalgam of various teenage boys, who, in choosing a gun and a life of organized crime, becomes both victim and perpetrator.

Director EVERARDO GONZALEZ will be with us for a Q&A after the screening.
Join us outside Dana to celebrate with pizza and popcorn at 6:30 PM!
Student projects are underway for Spring 2024! Earlier this month, students constructed a car rig called a Poor Man’s Process, a way of faking driving by moving lights around the car and shaking it to imply real driving conditions. This was also mixed with rear projection, a classic Hollywood technique where a POV driving video of a road is played on a screen behind the rearview window to fake movement.

If you have work you’re doing that you would like to highlight in the FMMC newsletter or Instagram, please email ambryant@middlebury.edu with images or videos and a short description of the project or process!